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Abstract. Quantum computers solving real-world problems are expected to 
become general available within the next few years. But software for quantum 
computers require very different skills compared to creating software for 
traditional computers or networks. Thus, a community-driven approach to 
creating software for quantum computers will foster a wide-spread use of this 
innovative technology. Also, a platform for quantum software may provide a 
business model for several user groups. 
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1 Introduction 

Quantum computing is becoming a reality: the first quantum computers are already 
commercially available or are about to be launched [5], [3], [4], [7]. The time at which 
quantum computers will solve problems that traditional computers can practically no 
longer solve (so-called "Quantum Supremacy" [10]) can be expected in the next few 
years [9]. Even earlier, non-ideal quantum computers can be used in practice [11].  

Creating algorithms or software for quantum computers is significantly different 
from todays practice. Efforts in establishing a discipline of quantum software are 
significantly underrepresented [1]. Although there are a large number of algorithms for 
quantum computers (e.g. on websites like [6], in textbooks like [8], in scientific 
publications like [1]), which algorithm can be used in which situation requires a 
comprehensive understanding of the theory and technology, which users typically do 
not have. Even if a suitable algorithm is found, its conversion into an executable 
program requires deep knowledge of the environment of the respective quantum 
computer.  

 

2 Quantum Software Platform 

This is where the concept of the proposed Quantum Software Platform (QuSP) comes 
in. Components of the QuSP and user groups involved are shown in Fig. 1.  
 



 
 
2.1 Overview 

The algorithms for the QuSP come from many different sources (A) (NB: letters and 
numbers refer to labels in Fig. 1) such as the web, published articles or books. These 
algorithms are stored in a special database, the quantum algorithm catalog (1). 

A public community (analogous to an open source community) or specialists of the 
platform operator (B) can access this special database and analyze, clean and unify the 
algorithms (2). As a result, each quality-assured algorithm is stored in the Quantum 
Algorithm Repository (3). 

Based on the quality-assured algorithms, developers (C) can now implement these 
algorithms for execution on a quantum computer (4). These programs are also quality-
assured (5) and stored in a quantum program repository (6). 

End users (D) of the platform can now search for quality-assured algorithms and 
programs in the QuSP (7). If an algorithm for a certain problem is not found or if an 
algorithm is not implemented by a program, the end user can make corresponding 
requests (7) to the community. For delivery, an algorithm or program is packaged (9) 

 
2.2 Population 

Algorithms to be considered are captured by metadata. E.g. its reference is essential so 
that it can be retrieved and viewed. If it is available online, this reference is the 
corresponding link, otherwise the exact literature reference is given. It is also described 
which problems the algorithm is claimed to solve, initial information about the 
properties of the algorithm etc. is given. 

Candidates for the quantum algorithm catalog can be identified in different ways. 
For example, community members can capture algorithms, or crawlers may 
automatically detect relevant publications. 
 
2.3 Preparation 

Next, the community agrees on the maturity of an algorithm [12]. If mature, it will be 
analyzed, unified and stored in the quantum algorithm repository. Analysis determines 
which problems the algorithm actually solves and with which properties: e.g. 
statements are made about the acceleration an algorithm achieves compared to certain 
classical algorithms [13], with how many qubits an algorithm is already useful [9], etc. 
During unification, the algorithm is brought into a common format (e.g., represented as 
a software pattern). If not mature, the algorithm is cleansed, i.e.  its unsuitability is 
captured and the catalog is annotated accordingly so that this algorithm is not 
considered again. 

These tasks can be performed by different user groups, e.g. a public community 
(analogous to an open source community), or specialists of the platform operator. For 
this purpose, the platform contains corresponding collaboration tools [12].  
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Figure 1 - Architecture of the quantum software platform QuSP. 

2.4 Program Development 

Quantum algorithms that meet specific requirements (such as the number of qubits 
required, fit for a hardware architecture) may be implemented so that they can run on 
the quantum computer of certain vendors. These quantum programs are examined for 
their quality (functional tests, etc.) before they are transferred to the quantum program 
repository. This can be done by an open source community. Also, specialists of the 
manufacturer of a certain quantum computer can implement those algorithms.  
 
2.5 Usage 

Customers of the QuSP can search for both, quantum algorithms and quantum 
programs. If an algorithm for a problem is not found, requirements to provide the 
appropriate algorithms can be imposed. If an algorithm is found but no corresponding 
implementation as a quantum program is found, an implementation can be requested. 
Providing algorithms and programs on request may be charged. If a quantum program 
is retrieved, the program is packaged so that it can be provisioned into its target 
environment.  

3 Roles Involved 

3.1 Platform Operators 

The platform may be operated as a business, e.g. a fee can be charged for (successful) 
searches, for access to the unified representation of the algorithm etc. For programs that 
implement an algorithm, an even higher price can be charged. Satisfying requirements 
have to be paid.  
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3.2 Users  

The search of different sources for suitable quantum algorithms as well as the 
assessment of their suitability is not only very time-consuming, but also requires highly 
specialized personnel. The use of the QuSP thus represents a significant advantage for 
users and often makes the use of quantum computers possible in the first place.  

The same applies to the creation of a quantum program: the environment for 
developing such a program must be understood, and it is often even specific to a certain 
hardware of a supplier. Likewise, quantum algorithms are usually formulated 
independently of a specific hardware, so that adaptations to an appropriate target 
platform are necessary [14]. The purchase of a program that implements an algorithm 
for a specific quantum computer thus represents a considerable savings potential for a 
user. 

 
3.3 Software Vendors 

Quantum programs can be created by software companies and offered in the platform. 
Requirements that customers place on quantum programs and their target environments 
can thus be met by software companies. Software companies can specialize in different 
hardware platforms or development environments of quantum computers and thus 
achieve competitive advantages.  

 
3.4 Hardware Vendors 

Hardware vendors can also offer quantum programs: these programs are optimized for 
the hardware which becomes more attractive, of the programs must be paid. 
 
3.5 Consulting Companies 

Consulting companies are often specialized in industries (pharmaceuticals, finance...) 
or cross-sectional topics (optimization, simulation...) that can benefit from quantum 
computing. Personnel with knowledge in the field of quantum computing is rare, i.e. 
consulting firms can benefit in particular from the quality-assured algorithms of the 
QuSP in order to incorporate quantum technologies into their specialized consulting 
services. Users thus have access to corresponding consulting services. 

4 Conclusion and Outlook 

The sketched platform for quantum software will enable a much broader group of 
people and companies to take advantage of the benefits of quantum computing. Initial 
steps to create a prototype of such a platform is underway at our institute. 
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